A Smarter Way to Work

Capture Instantly. Communicate Visually. Collaborate Effortlessly.
www.luidia.com/business

Make Your Point

The most productive meetings are the ones
in which everyone is engaged, listening and
contributing. eBeam Edge for Business™ turns
any meeting into a visual and interactive process
so that everyone can participate.
With eBeam Edge for Business your presentations
come alive as you update, manipulate, and save
data on the fly. No more death by PowerPoint™.

Don't Lose That Great Idea
Every day, hours of work and idea generation
are lost because they are written on an erasable
board in a meeting room or cube. eBeam Edge
Whiteboard™ prevents great ideas from being
lost by turning any existing whiteboard into an
interactive space.
With eBeam Edge Whiteboard, you can record,
save and email all your brainstorm ideas written in
marker as a digital file. No more “Do Not Erase”
mishaps or using your camera phone to preserve
your company’s big ideas.

Get On the Same Page
Whether across the office or across an ocean,
visual communication is an integral part of your
business. eBeam Complete includes meeting share
technology that allows you to share brainstorming
sessions and whiteboard demonstrations in real
time, cutting down on work time and allowing faster
decisions to be made.
Whether capturing from the cubicle or large sized
interactive wall, eBeam Business Solutions let you
share your data, get feedback and track the entire
process. No more losing ideas in the email shuffle.
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Luidia creates interactive technology for capturing and sharing ideas. The company’s eBeam products
transform flat surfaces into interactive and collaborative workspaces. Today, eBeam technology powers
an ecosystem of interactive hardware and software for education, business and entertainment. Luidia
products are in use on five continents and dozens of countries. The company is headquartered in the
Silicon Valley. For more information, please visit: www.luidia.com or www.e-beam.com.
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